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About This Game

This is an original puzzle. In which the Keeper have to collect cute, but unbearable trolls, that fled around the world. For
centuries, they were locked in the stone totem in the middle of the desert, but ancient spells weakened, and now no one can stop

them to make noise and disturb the peace. The ability to quickly reproduce make trolls threatens the whole world. Only the
Keeper of ancient knowledge will be able again to seal them into the totems. Difficult and hard way waiting for him, only a true

hero can help!

Fresh mechanics in the style of Tetris!

A huge amount 300+ of levels!

Comfortable controls with mouse, keyboard or gampad.

A lot of fun!
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perfect fit - totemland

It's kind of like Tetris, but not exactly with the traditional pieces. Basically have to fill the center square up by putting the pieces
in the correct order. Most levels are not too difficult to see how the solution plays out.. Simple puzzle game with a great color
scheme. Good for a quick casual play.. I struggled with this, Id probably give it a neutral rating if I could, and on sale Id
definitely give it a go. Its simple, but solidly built puzzle game where you throw blocks in to a central square to fill it up.

Music is servicable, there is a story to it of sorts but with hilariously awful translation, graphically its fine, and it controls well
enough.
It has a lot of levels, but they go past very rapidly. (Ive finished the game with all achievements and quite some idle time and
apparently that was still only 2.5hours.) There are a few trickier ones but it never gets satisfyingly challenging. I wouldnt say it
wasnt fun while it lasted, it just doesnt hold up for any length of time.

Really the major problem here is variety. It feels like the game has thrown damn near every configuration of blocks its possible
to put in with a grid of this size, but they are all much the same thing. The blocks come in only 3 varieties that are all introduced
fairly early on, and pink blocks rarely show up and are a little frustrating when they are used. I worked those levels out fast
enough but it felt more like I was more guessing than using any skill. Meanwhile the level grid only really varies once with a
small increase in size that makes levels less trivial to pass. (Ignoring the earlier increase of size from 2x2 to 3x3 because 2x2 is
only really useful for a tutorial.)

It needs more mechanics, perhaps more different blocks, maybe some blocks on the grid that do things as you drop on to them,
something to keep your interest.

Perhaps my expectations are rather high, but I have a lot of small games in this price range and I think there needs to be more
here to be worth passing many of them over to get this.

(Also, and an annoyingly common theme with a lot of games these days. It appears to lack some basic menu functions like
windowed mode.). The problem with this one is that it's very, very, very, very, very, VERY casual puzzle game. This is the type
of game you play when you travel by train and have to kill a few minutes. On desktop this is too casual, too easy and too bland.
By it on mobile and go ride a train.. Fit boy
Fit boy
Hit that Perfect Fit boy
Fit boy
Fit boy
Hit that Perfect Fit boy
Fit boy
Fit boy\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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